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Special Guest: 
Dr. Meghan Feeney 
Veterinary Intern 

 
 

Thursday, January 29, 2015 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Okay gang ... I think we're ready to start. Please welcome Dr. Meghan! 
 
Comment From rejoyce  
Hi Dr. Meghan!! 
 
Comment From Dave in Missouri  
Hello Dr. Meghan! 
 
Comment From Guest  
Welcome Dr. Meghan! 
 
Comment From Izzy  
Welcome Dr. Meghan so exciting to see you! We love the vet staff who work so very hard! 
 
Comment From David in VA  
Hi Dr. Meghan, thank you for visiting with us today. 
 
                     ๏   ๏)  

WELCOME Dr. Meghan from 19 adoring special needs kids! HUGE BEAR HUGS! 
 
Comment From PaulaR  
Hello Dr. Meghan! thanks for stopping by! 
 
Comment From janeinstpete  
Welcome Dr. Meghan. Always enjoy vet sessions. You're all just great. 
 
Comment From BarbG  
Happy to have you here 
 

Dr. Meghan, WCV:  
Hey guys! I am Meghan Feeney, the veterinary intern at WCV since this past July. Just a few juicy details about me 
are I am from Madison, Wisconsin and did my undergrad and veterinary education there. I HAVE BEEN A BADGER 
FOOTBALL FAN FROM BIRTH! 
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Comment From Cathy in Poquoson  
Welcome Dr. Meghan! 
 
Comment From Jackie in CA  
Hello Dr. Meghan from California! 
 
Comment From David in VA  
You certainly did ruffle Ms. Maggie's feathers earlier. I think Ms. Amanda's too... 
 

Dr. Meghan, WCV:  
Haha David, very true! Maggie looks great, Amanda and the outreach team are doing a wonderful job. She is quite 
the princess. 
 
Comment From katiesmom  
Hi Dr. Meghan! 
 
Comment From Candice VaBCh  
Welcome Dr Meghan 
 
                     ๏   ๏)  

FOR DR. MEGHAN ~~ Our 19 special needs kids would like to know what Dr. Meghan's favourite surgical tool is, 
and why it is her favourite. Thanks, Dr. Meghan for caring for all our critters at WCV! 
 

Dr. Meghan, WCV:  
Oooo what a good question! All the instruments are fun and exciting butttttt if I had to pick, I really like our new 
surgical drill. We were able to purchase a new grip for the drill from donations! The new fancy drill allows us to fix 
very small bones, which many of our patients have! The ruddy duck we are treating for a metacarpal fracture was 
the first patient to experience the new toy and she is doing great! 
 
Comment From Dave in Missouri  
Awesome! 
 
Comment From Izzy  
Dr. Meghan Amanda said it would be alright to ask, so what goes into a physical exam, and how was your time with 
Maggie :) 
 

Dr. Meghan, WCV:  
Maggie is always a special treat. She is a very vocal patient and let's us know when she isn't not pleased with the 
exam.  
 
I try to always do every bird physical the same every time. This allows for repetition and reduces the chance we 
might miss something small! I start at the head and work my way to the tail. I look at the bird first from a far, look 
for symmetry of the head, eyes, beak condition, for any swelling, and then dive in. First looking at the eyes, first 
from the outside, then using a fancy ophthalmic scope to look at the retinas. Then we always take ocular pressure 
in our raptors. Next, is just like our doctors do, ears, nose (well beak), mouth and then on to the fun stuff. Palpate 
the keel (bird's version of chest bone), this is where the breast muscles are and we can see what their body 
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condition is. Then one at a time, looking at each wing, for any missing feathers, cuts, bruises or broken bones. Next 
same thing with the legs. lastly look at their tail feathers and feet for any swelling or cuts on the bottom of their 
feet. If we notice anything abnormal or in Maggie's case are doing an annual exam we take x-rays as a screening 
tool. Maggie always had blood drawn to just check up for any abnormalities (which we aren't expecting). Raptors 
also will have talon and beak trims and a fecal. Whew, I think that's it! I don't think I missed anything :) 
 
Comment From rejoyce  
Wow! That's a very thorough exam!!! 
 
Comment From katiesmom  
Sounds pretty head to toe - her talon to me! 
 
Comment From GN  
For Dr. Meghan: Please tell us about your work at the National Primate Research Center. Thanks! 
 

Dr. Meghan, WCV:  
GN- I hear you are quite the monkey lover, perfect. At the primate center I did undergrad research on marmoset 
dietary vitamin D. There were concerns that some of our marmosets were breaking bones because they weren't 
receiving enough Vit D in their diet, as they usually receive this from being outdoors and the sun. So we analyzed a 
LOT of x-rays. Those little creatures love to escape and run around! In vet school I was a vet assist for the clinical 
vets at the primate center that worked with the rhesus macaques. There were a lot of very relevant and interesting 
projects involving HIV treatment, HINI treatment, Parkinson's research and obesity. 
 
Comment From PaulaR  
Did you always intend to treat wildlife, Dr Meghan? (being a badger fan and all ;) ) 
 

Dr. Meghan, WCV:  
Being a badger fan I grew up seeing Bucky Badger at the zoo in Madison! I think I always intended to work with zoo 
animals but treating wildlife has definitely given a different perspective and respect for these animals. 
 
Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥  
Oh, Love that answer! Thanks... goood info 
 
Comment From fawnlover  
Du u like ducks?! 
 

Dr. Meghan, WCV:  
Ducks more than geese. The ruddy duck we have now is a feisty little girl and adorable! 
 
Comment From Guest  
do you have any pets at home? 
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Dr. Meghan, WCV:  
YES! I have THE MOST PERFECT DOG IN THE UNITED STATES! Haha mother's bias. She is a 5 year old, flashy fawn, 
boxer named Boo :) 
 
Comment From Cathy in Poquoson  
Is your avatar a bear by any chance? 
 

Dr. Meghan, WCV:  
No, it's an adult beaver, his face is kind of squished in that small box! But, those bear cubs were pretty stinking 
cute 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

  
 
Comment From PaulaR  
speaking of tiny, were you in on the glue repair of the bat's wing? is it a formula very similar to SuperGlue (TM)? 
 

Dr. Meghan, WCV:  
Hey Paula, I was here that day, but I will have to give Dr. Helen the credit for that treatment. Definitely not as easy 
as it seems. Have to get your hands out of there quick so you aren't stuck to the bat! 
 
Comment From fawnlover  
Whose ur favrite coworker?! 
 

Dr. Meghan, WCV:  
Definitely not Jordon 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
He stinks. 
 
Comment From PaulaR  
LOL 
 
Comment From Dave in Missouri  
Lol Dr Meghan! Jordan is awesome! 
 
Comment From janeinstpete  
What? I adore Jordon (young enough to be my grandson). lol 
 
Comment From janeinstpete  
Dr. M, may I ask how the adult Eagle with lead toxicity is doing? 
 

Dr. Meghan, WCV:  
I am sorry to tell you the eagle passed away overnight. With lead levels as high as they were the prognosis was 
very grave. Good teaching lesson for everyone to switch to non-lead ammunition. 
 
Comment From PaulaR  
I'm so sorry to hear that, although honestly, not surprised. Just awful...and unnecessary! 
 
Comment From rejoyce  
:( 
 
Comment From Cathy in Poquoson  
Jordan is quite the rescuer ! 
 

Dr. Meghan, WCV:  
yup he is great 
 
Comment From Dave in Missouri  
How much stress is that for a bird? 
 

Dr. Meghan, WCV:  
The restraint probably is the most stressful part, especially for an education animal that is used to being on a glove, 
but we really try to limit the time of the exam and in a setting that is quiet, dark and has little stimulation. 
 
Comment From Bill  
Dr. have you had any opportunity to learn falconry techniques for dealing with the raptors? Or does the center not 
use them? 
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Dr. Meghan, WCV:  
I know the outreach department uses these techniques for the education raptors, but as a veterinarian, I typically 
am not interacting with the patients in this way. 
 
Comment From janeinstpete  
Aww no, I was afraid of that. So sorry to hear it. Please, hunters and fishing fans, no more lead! 
 
Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥  
So sad (eagle) we really need to educate 
 
Comment From bobbim777  
so sad and so preventable. :( 
 
Comment From rejoyce  
Dr. Meghan, what are your favorite types of patients? Raptors? Amphibians? Or???? 
 

Dr. Meghan, WCV:  
I really enjoy the raptors. I also enjoy the mammals but we definitely do not get as many patients in that are 
mammals. I think we have had a handful of amphibians since I started, and one toad we attempted to repair leg 
fracture one. The tibia was 1mm in diameter! SUPER TINY! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

  
 
Comment From Lois - Bath, NY  
Welcome Dr. Meghan what has been the most interesting case so far that has also been unusual? 
 

Dr. Meghan, WCV:  
Probably the beaver. The story is a great example of volunteers donating their time, and sweat to help an animal in 
need. To sum things up an adult beaver got his tail stuck under a tree and several people worked together to get 
this tree off his tail. One of our rehab externs Thomas volunteered his time to capture him and bring this fella to 
us, He had a tail laceration, that was repaired under general anesthesia. Then our rehab team did some great 
preparation and research on the appropriate housing, husbandry and diet to get this guy back on track and he was 
released a couple days later. He was a rock star! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
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Comment From rejoyce  
Wow!!! 
 
Comment From David in VA  
Was that your first encounter with cubs that young? 
 

Dr. Meghan, WCV:  
Absolutely. From talking with many people across the country and in British Columbia, there are actually very few 
people with experience actually rehabbing that young of cubs! 
 
Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥  
awesome 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

  
 
Comment From Dave in Missouri  
Awe! 
 
Comment From rejoyce  
Adorable :) 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

  
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

  
 
Comment From PaulaR  
Oh, please tell us about taking care of the baby bears! (love to hear about the beaver as well) 
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Dr. Meghan, WCV:  
The little eyes closed three bear cubs were a great experience. They were about 650g a piece. Little sausages. It 
was very clear on physical exam they were healthy, and in excellent condition. It was round the clock care for 
those three little amigos all weekend (came in on Friday night). Between Rose, Jordan, Leighann and I the weekend 
feedings at 8pm 12am ~530am and then again at 11am. We were keeping a close eye on body temperature, blood 
sugar and their stool quality. Being so small blood sugars are an important marker if we are feeding the correct 
amount and frequently enough. They did great and our biologist did a great job findings a foster mom quickly and 
a good one at that it sounds like! 
 

Comment From Jakermo❤ ( *)>  
Oh, not the paw picture!! That always gets me.... 
 
Comment From Candice VaBCh  
So glad cubs got a new mom 
 
Comment From Dave in Missouri  
Amazing! 
 
Comment From bobbim777  
with the 2 new enclosures I think WCV will set the standard for cub rehab 
 
Comment From PaulaR  
awwwwwwww 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

  
 
Comment From rejoyce  
Just precious :) 
 
Comment From Mary E in NC  
What do you like best about wildlife medicine? do you plan to continue in this field? 
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Dr. Meghan, WCV:  
I think the best thing about wildlife medicine is giving these animals the chance to not only survive, but the chance 
to live their normal life again. An example, being we had a squirrel that was hit by car that was almost comatose. 
He nearly had a death sentence but with supportive care, and oxygen for about three days started to come 
around! And the exciting part is that same squirrel just left Sunday for further rehab care to be released soon! 
Without people caring enough to bring in the patients it wouldn't be possible. 
 

Dr. Meghan, WCV:  
Those bear cubs were so cute, but I also let me know why I will not be having children for several years ;) 
 
Comment From rejoyce  
LOL 
 
Comment From Guest  
LOL 
 
Comment From PaulaR  
with the toad, were you able to repair his/her leg? isn't hard to give anaesthesia to an amphibian? 
 

Dr. Meghan, WCV:  
The surgery we were able to place pins but yup the anesthesia is very tough and the toad never recovered from 
anesthesia 
 
Comment From Guest  
When is your birthday? 
 

Dr. Meghan, WCV:  
I actually just recently had my birthday! January 17th : ) 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
(Does anyone else remember the significance of Jan 17?) 
 
Comment From pbk  
did the cubs make that big purring sound when you all fed them? 
 

Dr. Meghan, WCV:  
For the most part yes. They were very eager! 
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Comment From katiesmom  
What has been your most challenging critter to work with - and the most fun? 
 

Dr. Meghan, WCV:  
Most fun: probably the bear cubs! The most challenging might be the Coopers Hawk since they are such a high 
stress animal 
 
Comment From Barb in SD  
Hi Dr. Meghan! How in the world could that be repaired? Using glue? So glad you're at the premiere wildlife 
hospital! 
 

Dr. Meghan, WCV:  
We used very teeny tiny surgical pins around the size of a paper clip 
 
Comment From Renee  
You said you were a badger fan. Are you from Wisconsin? Also does anybody have any idea why the bear cubs 
were outside of a den. 
 

Dr. Meghan, WCV:  
Yes I am from Wisconsin! 
 
Comment From rejoyce  
What has been the most difficult or challenging case you've ever had? 
 

Dr. Meghan, WCV:  
Well... let me think. I know I probably was most nervous before doing PEFA 1319 aka Maggie's eye surgery. It was 
in the first month of working and she was already a beloved animal here at the WCV. 
  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
No pressure or anything. :) 
 

Dr. Meghan, WCV:  
Post-op Maggie was moved outside as she was very stressed inside and developed a very complications with her 
incision that were resolved with a week of antibiotics and cleaning, but it was an "oh crap" moment! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Dr. Meghan will go down in history as the vet who successfully removed precious Maggie's eye! 
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Comment From rejoyce  
No, none at all!!! 
 
Comment From Renee  
Welcome to Virginia from a born and raised Oshkosh gal. 
 

Dr. Meghan, WCV:  
She also lived in our office for a while and pooped on my desk 
 
Comment From Barb in SD  
I bet there are lots of us who would feel privileged to have her poop on our tables! lol 
 
Comment From PaulaR  
"You know you're a wildlife vet when"...a beloved Peregrine Falcon poops on your desk! 
 
Comment From Guest  
What is it like holding down the weekend? 
 

Dr. Meghan, WCV:  
Haha interesting timing of the question with the admission of the bear cubs. Honestly it can be a little stressful and 
busy :) but I have a great technician Rose and rehab staff Leighann and Jordan/Kelli (previously in the fall), so we all 
make it work. Also, spring and summer would not be feasible without our vet student and rehab externs help! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
We're going to wrap things up so Dr. Meghan can get back to work ... 
 
                     ๏   ๏)  

Dr. Meghan, how do you think your experiences at WCV will help you in your next career endeavour? 
 

Dr. Meghan, WCV:  
I actually am hoping to gain a residency in veterinary neurology! It is a very competitive process so I am waiting to 
hear this spring if I will be selected! (Fingers crossed) 
 
Comment From Guest  
so what next after you leave here? 
 

Dr. Meghan, WCV:  
As of now it is up in the air! Either continuing in a residency program for neurology or possible working in a small 
animal emergency and general practice. 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
So Dr. Meghan, one final question -- sometimes people ask what a typical day is like for you (a member of the vet 
staff). Do you think people will ever be able to SEE that? 
  

Dr. Meghan, WCV:  
Yes, for your viewing pleasure, we will be introducing a BRAND NEW HOSPITAL CAM in February. Just think of it as 
a reality show like the Bachelor, without the dates, love, romance, or extremely handsome bachelor 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

  
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
OOOOOOH!!!! 
 
Comment From Guest  
oh coooolll 
 

Dr. Meghan, WCV:  
You will be able to spend a day in the live with the WCV veterinary team! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Stay tuned for more info! 
 
                     ๏   ๏)  

OHHHhh, hospital cam is exactly what our kids would LOVE to see and have WANTED! WOW! 
 
Comment From Chris in Cato  
Sweet!! Hospital Cam....awesome! 
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Comment From PaulaR  
wow!!!! 
 
Comment From Guest  
OMG awesome 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Well, thank you Dr. Meghan for taking time out of your busy day to chat with us! 
 

Dr. Meghan, WCV:  
Thanks guys, glad I got to stop by :) 
 
Comment From janeinstpete  
Wow, the big cam announcement! Outstanding! 
 
Comment From Guest  
You seem like you work really hard! Thank-you for all you do for the critters! You are awesome! 
 

Congowings:  
Thank you for all the wonderful information. Wish you much luck in your career. So glad you have been sharing 
your time with WCV. 
 
Comment From PaulaR  
Both sounds like great possibilities, but i do hope you gain the neurology residency! 
 
Comment From Candice VaBCh  
Thank you Dr Meghan for all you do. 
 
Comment From BarbG  
thanks for being here and good luck with your next program 
 
Comment From rejoyce  
Dr. Meghan, we really appreciate everything you do for the critters!! 
 
Comment From rejoyce  
Awesome!!!! 
 
Comment From janeinstpete  
Thanks so much Dr. M for you great session today. Really enjoyed it! 
 
Comment From Mary E in NC  
Wow - that will be fantastic! Thanks for the opportunity to talk to you, Dr. Meghan, and thanks for the hospital 
cam, Amanda! 
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Comment From Chris in Cato  
Thank you Dr. Meghan for a great Q & A session! Good luck in your future endeavors! :o) 
 
Comment From katiesmom  
Thank you for spending some time with us Dr. Meghan! 
 
Comment From PaulaR  
Thank you so much, Dr. Meghan, this has been so interesting! 
 
Comment From Jackie in CA  
Back to work for me. Thanks Dr. Meghan! 
 
Comment From Jordan  
I'll be back Dr. Meghan! 
 

Dr. Meghan, WCV:  
Back where? TO work Jordan? 
 
Comment From Cathy in Poquoson  
Thank you for your time, Dr Meghan! Interesting discussion... 
 
Comment From janeinstpete  
You guys pickin' on Jordon? Hey, hey! 
 
Comment From rejoyce  
Thanks Dr. Meghan for everything you do! 
 
Comment From CK in Pa  
Oh, wonderful! So looking forward to Hospital Cam. When I worked in a hospital I'm glad I wasn't on Cam. 
 
Comment From Katt hhi  
Wow you guys are brave to have a hospital cam... oh the millions of questions we will be asking and the trouble we 
will cause .. :) 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Oh, I know ... the things we get ourselves into. Hospital cam will be a scheduled event when an outreach 
moderator is present ... so unlike our other cams, it won't be streaming all the time! 
 
Comment From Lois - Bath, NY  
Thank you for your time Dr. Meghan You will really learn a group working at WCV. 
 


